
Index

Afghanistan
forced recruitment of refugees and IDPs

230
Africa 16–17
allied power

protection of refugees in hands of
173–7

amnesties
judgment on use of 250

Angola
internally displaced persons 187–8

annexation of territory
use of settlements as de facto 115–17

Arab Group
and Israeli settlements 102, 103–4

arbitrary treatment
protection of refugees 167–70

Argentina
Falkland Islands invasion 95

armed conflict see also internal conflicts;
international conflicts

as cause of displacement
generally 1–3
internal conflicts 49–50
international conflicts 19–21

differing applications of humanitarian
law 252–4

international law during 11–13
practice of population transfer

77–80
protection of refugees see refugees,

protection of
attacks on refugee camps see refugee and

IDP camps

basic subsistence needs
generally 186
occupying power’s duty to provide

191–2
specific needs 186–8

Beit Sourik case
and Separation Wall Opinion 117–20

Belgium
and protection of refugees 169

Bosnia and Herzegovina see Yugoslavia
conflicts

Burma
attacks on refugee camps 210–11
internally displaced persons 187–8

Burundi
attacks on refugee camps 209, 226–7,

229
forced recruitment of refugees and IDPs

243
regroupement policy 53–5, 57–8

Cambodia
deportation as crime against humanity

127
protected zones 234

Chad
attacks on refugee camps 215
forced recruitment of refugees and IDPs

230–1
internally displaced persons 49
protection of women and children

190–1
children

protection of 190–1
China

population transfer in Tibet 78
civilian populations

effects of conflicts on see armed conflict
extent of ‘own territory’ 63–4

civilian status see refugee and IDP camps
clothing needs

humanitarian assistance 186–8
Colombia

forced recruitment of refugees and IDPs
230

268
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internally displaced persons 49, 56,
187–8

combat operations
forced displacement as crime against

humanity 141–5
combat zones

refugee and IDP camps located within
226–9

combatants
within civilian displaced population

224–5
‘complementarity’ or ‘convergence’ theory

complementary protection under IHRL
and IHL 13–14

compliance
Fourth Geneva Convention see Israeli

settlements case study
humanitarian law see humanitarian law

Congo (Democratic Republic)
attacks on refugee camps 209, 217–20,

224–5, 226–7, 229
forced recruitment of refugees and IDPs

230, 243
internally displaced persons 49
protection of women and children

190–1
Côte d’Ivoire

attacks on refugee camps 227
forced recruitment of refugees and IDPs

229–30
non-refoulement 182–3

country of origin
protection of refugees in hands of

173–7
crimes against humanity

forced displacement during combat
operations 139–41

and war crimes 139–41
Croatia see Yugoslavia conflicts
customary international law

complementarity between laws 13–14,
192–4

forced displacement in internal conflicts
69–71

forced displacement in internal
non-conflict situations 72–6

forcible transfers in international
conflicts 34–7

internal conflicts generally 66–9
Nuremberg Principles 25

Cyprus
missing persons 205
population transfer by Turkey 78
protected zones 234

de facto annexation of territory
use of settlements 115–17

Declaration of Minimum Humanitarian
Standards 1990

adoption of 73–5
demographic composition of territory

alteration 114–15
denial of humanitarian assistance during

armed conflict
internally displaced persons 197–8

Denmark
and protection of refugees 169

deportation
definition of crime of see ICTY

jurisprudence
forcible character of 134–5

deportation in international conflicts
prohibition

generally 19–22
Geneva Conventions 1949; evacuation

of protected persons see evacuation
of protected persons during
international conflicts; generally
25–6; scope of provisions 25–8

as norm of customary international
law 34–7

pre-Geneva Conventions 22–5
situations of occupation generally 22

state’s own nationals
nationality issue inter-ethnic conflicts

42–5; interstate conflicts 45–8;
statist concept of nationality 42

scope of provisions 37–42
displaced persons see also internally

displaced persons (IDPs); refugees,
protection of

international protection 14–17
worldwide numbers 1

displacement see also deportation in
international conflicts; forced
displacement in internal conflicts;
internal displacement; lawful
displacement

armed conflict as cause 1–3
case study see Israeli settlements case

study
claims of no civilian displacement

94–5
practice of population transfer 77–80
summary of issues 17–18

ECCC jurisprudence
deportation as crime against humanity

127
ECtHR jurisprudence

applicability of international human
rights law in armed conflict 12–13

right to know fate and whereabouts of
family members 205
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El Salvador
protection of refugees 164

Ethiopia
internally displaced persons 187–8

Ethiopia–Eritrea case
attacks on refugee camps 228
nationality issue 40, 45–8

‘ethnic cleansing’
definition of 78–9

European Court on Human Rights (ECtHR)
see ECtHR jurisprudence

European Union (EU)
‘road map’ for Middle East peace 99

evacuation of protected persons during
international conflicts

grounds for 30–3
provision for 28–9
scope of provisions 29–30
treatment of displaced persons 33–4

Extraordinary Chambers in the Courts of
Cambodia (ECCC)

deportation as crime against humanity
127

Falkland Islands
Argentine invasion 95

family unity and displacement see
internally displaced persons (IDPs)

food needs
humanitarian assistance 186–8

forced displacement as international crime
crimes against humanity during combat

operations 141–5
ICTY jurisprudence see ICTY

jurisprudence
internal conflicts see forced displacement

in internal conflicts
international instruments 125–7

forced displacement in internal conflicts
conflict as cause of 49–50
lawful displacement

conditions of displacement 57–8
generally 52
imperative military reasons 55–7
security of civilian population 52–5

population transfers as war crimes
generally 145
ICC Statute 152–3
summary of issues 153–5
as ‘violation of laws and customs of

war’ 148–52
prohibition under customary

international law
customary humanitarian law 69–71
generally 65
non-conflict situations 72–6

prohibition under Geneva Conventions
1949

generally 50–1
movement of civilians outside ‘their

own territory’; absolute prohibition
‘for reasons connected with the
conflict’ 64–5; extent of ‘their own
territory’ 63–4; provisions 62–3

movement within contracting party
territory; order to displace 58–62;
provisions 51–2

as war crime generally 148
forced recruitment of refugees and IDPs

prohibition 229–31
‘forcible transfer’

definition of crime of see ICTY
jurisprudence

forcible transfers
forcible character of 134–5
prohibition of transfers restricted to

91–4
forcible transfers in international conflicts

Geneva Conventions 1949
evacuation of protected persons see

evacuation of protected persons
during international conflicts

prohibition generally 25–6
scope of prohibition provisions 25–8

pre-Geneva Conventions 22–5
prohibition as customary international

law norm 34–7
prohibition generally 19–22
situations of occupation generally 22

France
Jews under German occupation 174

Geneva Conventions 1949 and Protocols
basic subsistence needs provision

191
case study see Israeli settlements case

study
as customary international law 34–7
deportation in international conflicts see

deportation in international
conflicts

forced displacement of civilian
population see forced displacement
in internal conflicts

forcible transfers of population see
forcible transfers in international
conflicts

individual criminal responsibility for
war crimes 146

internally displaced persons see
internally displaced persons (IDPs)

and Israeli settlements case see Israeli
settlements case study

law prior to 22–5
non-refoulement principle see

non-refoulement principle
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prohibition of transfer of occupying
power’s own population 83

‘protected persons’ in inter-ethnic
conflicts 42

protection of refugees see refugees,
protection of

references to IDPs 3
refugee and IDP camps see refugee and

IDP camps
and Rwanda 146–8, 149–51
as source of international humanitarian

law 5–7
threshold level of violence for internal

conflict 10
Yugoslavia conflicts 130–2, 136–7,

139–40, 141, 142–3, 147–8,
149–51

Georgia
conflict with Russian Federation 19–20

German Jews in France
German occupation 174

Germany see also Israeli settlements case
study

deportations from Ukraine 31–2
‘Germanization’ and use of deportation

24–5
scorched-earth tactics in Norway 31
treatment of displaced persons 33

Goa
annexation by India 95

Gotovina jurisprudence see ICTY
jurisprudence

‘Guiding Principles on Internal
Displacement’

development of 14–17
duty of care provisions 192
forced recruitment of refugees and IDPs

231

Hague Conventions 1907
and Israeli settlements case 89,

105–6
prohibition of deportation or forcible

transfer of civilians 23–4
as source of international humanitarian

law 5–7
Yugoslavia conflicts 139, 142–3

health needs
humanitarian assistance 186–8

human rights law (IHRL)
in armed conflict 11–13
‘complementarity’ or ‘convergence’

theory 13–14
complementarity with other laws 13–14,

192–4, 255
lex specialis principle 13–14, 140

human shields
prohibition 229

humanitarian assistance see internally
displaced persons (IDPs)

humanitarian law (IHL)
as applicable law 5–7
comparison with other ‘human’ law

7–11
‘complementarity’ or ‘convergence’

theory 13–14
complementarity with other laws 13–14,

192–4, 255
compliance

assessment of measures 246–9
ICRC expert seminars 248, 249–50
need to ensure 245–6
role of non-state actors 249–51

Declaration of Minimum Humanitarian
Standards 1990 73–5

deportation of state’s own nationals see
deportation in international
conflicts

difference in application to international
conflicts and to internal conflicts
252–4

ICRC study 253
irrelevance of ‘protected persons’

concept 254–5
lex specialis principle 13–14,

140
need for reform 251–2
new instrument for protection of IDPs

255–6
protection of refugees see refugees,

protection of

ICC jurisprudence
deportation as crime against humanity

127
forced displacement as war crime 148,

152–5
individual criminal responsibility

148
Israeli settlements case 122–3
and Rwanda 148
transfer of occupying power’s own

population 92
unlawful transfer as ‘violation of laws

and customs of war’ 152
Yugoslavia conflicts 148

ICJ jurisprudence
applicability of international human

rights law in armed conflict 12
humanitarian assistance and

non-intervention principle 201
protection of refugee and IDP camps

214–15
right of self-determination 84–5
Separation Wall case see Israeli

settlements case study
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ICTR jurisprudence
deportation as crime against humanity

126–7
forced displacement as war crime 148
individual criminal responsibility 146–7,

148
unlawful transfer as ‘violation of laws

and customs of war’ 148–52
ICTY jurisprudence

attacks on refugee camps 228
characterization of conflict as

international or internal 43
definition of crimes of ‘deportation’ and

‘forcible transfer’
cross-border element in distinction of

crimes 132–4
forcible character of deportation or

transfer 134–5
generally 130–2
intent of the perpetrator 136–7

deportation as crime against humanity
126–7

distinction between laws applicable to
international and internal conflicts
253

evacuation on security or military
necessity grounds 32

forced displacement as crime against
humanity 127

forced displacement as war crime 148,
153–4

forcible character of displacement 27
generally 128–30
Gotovina jurisprudence

background 137–9
forced displacement during combat

operations as a crime against
humanity 141–5

relationship between war crimes and
crimes against humanity 139–41

individual criminal responsibility
147–8

non-refoulement 183–4
order to displace 61–2
prohibition of forced displacement as

customary law 68
‘protected persons’ 43–5
‘protected persons’ concept 254
protection of refugees 163–4
unlawful transfer as ‘violation of laws

and customs of war’ 148–52
IHL (international humanitarian law) see

humanitarian law
IHRL (international human rights law) see

human rights law
imperative military reasons

lawful displacement 55–7

India
annexation of Goa 95

intent of perpetrator
definition of crimes of ‘deportation’ and

‘forcible transfer’ 136–7
inter-ethnic conflicts

deportation of state’s own nationals
42–5

internal conflicts
as cause of displacement 49–50
customary humanitarian law 66–9
example of large-scale 66–7
forced displacement see forced

displacement in internal conflicts
individual criminal responsibility for

war crimes 146–8
non-refoulement principle 182–4
protection of refugees 164–5

internal displacement
case study see Israeli settlements case

study
UN ‘Guiding Principles’ 14–17, 192, 231

internally displaced persons (IDPs)
basic subsistence needs

generally 186
occupying power’s duty to provide

191–2
specific needs 186–8

clothing needs 186–8
complementary protection under IHRL

and IHL 192–4
definition of 14
family unity and displacement

family reunification 205–8
generally 202–3
right to know fate and whereabouts of

family members 203–5
food needs 186–8
health needs 186–8
humanitarian assistance

denial during armed conflict 197–8
generally 194
limitations on right to refuse relief

assistance 199–200
and non-intervention principle 200–2
parties’ consent to relief actions

198–9
principle 194–7

humanitarian law generally 185–6
prohibition of starvation as a method of

warfare 188–9
protection of IDP camps see refugee and

IDP camps
protection of women and children

190–1
protection of wounded and sick 189–90
satisfactory conditions of living 192
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shelter needs 186–8
water needs 186–8

International Committee of the Red Cross
(ICRC) see also Geneva Conventions
1949 and Protocols

definition of ‘international
humanitarian law applicable in
armed conflict’ 5

humanitarian law compliance 248,
249–50

and Israeli settlements case 86
on limitations on right to refuse relief

assistance 199–200
on prohibition of starvation as a method

of warfare 188–9
study on customary international

humanitarian law 70–1, 253
international conflicts

as cause of displacement 19–21
deportation see deportation in

international conflicts
evacuation of protected persons see

evacuation of protected persons
during international conflicts

forcible transfers of population see
forcible transfers in international
conflicts

inter-ethnic conflicts 42–5
protection of refugees see refugees,

protection of
International Court of Justice (ICJ) see ICJ

jurisprudence
International Criminal Court (ICC) see ICC

jurisprudence
International Criminal Tribunal for

Rwanda (ICTR) see ICTR jurisprudence
International Criminal Tribunal for the

former Yugoslavia (ICTY) see ICTY
jurisprudence

‘international humanitarian law applicable
in armed conflict’

definition of 5
international law see customary

international law
Iranian Kurds in Iraq

protection of 172
Iraq

extraterritorial UK human rights law
12–13

internally displaced persons 49, 187–8,
193

invasion of Kuwait 95
population transfer in Kuwait 78
protected zones 235–6
protection of refugees 172–3

IRL (international refugee law) see refugee
law

Israeli settlements case study
displacement of civilians 81–3
international condemnation 36–7,

97–100
Israeli settlement policy in Occupied

Palestinian Territory 80–1
Israel’s position

compliance with Fourth Geneva
Convention; generally 27–8, 90–1;
historical and ideological claim
95–6; no civilian displacement 94–5;
no prohibition in Oslo Accords 96–7;
only forcible transfers prohibited
91–4

generally 85–7
security grounds 87–9
use of public land 89–90

practice of population transfer 77–80
prohibition of transfer of occupying

power’s own population in
international law 83–5

Separation Wall case
background to request for ICJ Advisory

Opinion 102–5
content of Opinion 105–7
illegality of settlements 109–10
internal displacement of Palestinians

100–2
legality of settlements generally

108
relationship between illegality of

settlements and of Separation Wall;
alteration of demographic
composition of Palestinian territory
114–15; de facto annexation of
Palestinian land 115–17; generally
110; wall protects unlawful
settlements 111–13

situation after ruling; Beit Sourik case
117–20; international reaction
120–1; possible future developments
121–3

summary of issues 123–4

Jews see also Israeli settlements case study
French Jews under German occupation

174
Jordan

protection of refugees 172

Kurds in Iraq
protected zones 235–6
protection of 172

Kuwait
internally displaced persons 193
Iraqi invasion 95
population transfer by Iraq 78
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lawful displacement
historical and ideological claims

95–6
internal conflicts see forced displacement

in internal conflicts
international conflicts see evacuation of

protected persons during
international conflicts

League of Arab States
and Israeli settlements 102

lex specialis principle
complementary protection under IHRL

and IHL 13–14
Yugoslavia conflicts 140

Liberia
attacks on refugee camps 227
forced recruitment of refugees and IDPs

229–30
non-refoulement 182–3

Lieber Code
adoption of 22–3

living conditions of internally displaced
persons

provision of satisfactory 192

Malaysia
and Israeli settlements 103

militarization of refugees
case study 217–20
combatants within civilian displaced

population 224–5
direct participation of civilians in

hostilities 221–3
generally 217

military operations
forced displacement as crime against

humanity 141–5

nationality
and inter-ethnic conflicts 42–5
and interstate conflicts 45–8
statist concept 42

Nicaragua
as example of large-scale internal conflict

66–7
humanitarian assistance and

non-intervention 200–2
protection of refugees 164

Nigeria
role of non-state actors 250–1

Non-Aligned Movement
and Israeli settlements 103

non-conflict situations
customary international law as to

internal 72–6
non-international conflicts see internal

conflicts

non-intervention principle
and humanitarian assistance 200–2

non-party to Geneva Conventions
protection of refugee in hands of

163–4
non-refoulement principle

absoluteness 179
generally 177–9
internal conflicts 182–4
protected persons 180–1
threat of refoulement 181–2

non-state actors
and humanitarian law compliance

249–51
Norway

German scorched-earth tactics 31
and security of civilian population 53

Nuremberg judgment
‘Germanization’ and use of deportation

24–5
Nuremberg Principles of international law

adoption of 25

Occupied Palestinian Territory (OPT) see
Israeli settlements case study

occupied territory
protection of refugees see refugees,

protection of
occupying power

duty to provide basic subsistence needs
191–2

occupying power’s own population
case study see Israeli settlements case

study
prohibition of transfer in international

law 83–5
open relief centres (ORCs)

use by Sri Lanka 238–40
Oslo Accords

displacement provisions 96–7
‘own territory’ of civilians

displacement from see forced
displacement in internal conflicts

extent of 63–4

Palestinian Territory (OPT) see Israeli
settlements case study

Palestinians in Iraq
protection of 172

perpetrator’s intent
definition of crimes of ‘deportation’ and

‘forcible transfer’ 136–7
population transfer

practice of 77–80
proportionality rule

and prohibition of indiscriminate attacks
on refugee camps 225–6
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protected persons see also refugees,
protection of

evacuation see evacuation of protected
persons during international
conflicts

and non-refoulement principle 180–1
relevance of concept 254–5

protected zones
displaced persons in armed conflict

240–4
generally 232–3
humanitarian law 233–5
safety zones for IDPs 235–40

protection of women and children
internally displaced persons 190–1

public land
settlements on 89–90

refoulement see also non-refoulement principle
threat of 181–2

refugee and IDP camps see also protected
zones

armed attacks on
background 209–11
direct and deliberate attacks

215–17
legal basis for prohibition 211–13

civilian status
civilian immunity principle generally

214–15, 231–2
as civilian objects 220–1
as ‘civilian populations’ 221
combatants within civilian displaced

population 224–5
direct participation of civilians in

hostilities and consequent loss of
protection 221–3

generally 220
proportionality rule and prohibition of

indiscriminate attacks 225–6
forced recruitment within 229–31
human shields prohibition 229
location within dangerous zones of

combat 226–9
militarization of

case study 217–20
generally 217

prohibition of attacks
civilian immunity principle generally

214–15, 231–2
direct and deliberate attacks 215–17
legal basis 211–13

refugee law (IRL)
in armed conflict 11–13
complementarity with other laws 13–14,

255
refugees, protection of

concurrent application of legal regimes
156–9

humanitarian law
Geneva Convention IV ‘protected

persons’ provisions 3, 159–60
levels of protection 162
protection under Protocol I; expanded

protection 160–2; refugee in hands
of non-party 163–4; refugee in
hands of state party 162–3; refugee
in internal conflict 164–5

non-refoulement principle
absoluteness 179
generally 177–9
internal conflicts 182–4
protected persons 180–1
threat of refoulement 181–2

in occupied territory
in hands of country of origin or ally

173–7
in hands of occupying power 171–3
humanitarian law generally 170–1

refugee and IDP camps see refugee and
IDP camps

on territory of party to armed conflict
alien refugees in international conflict

166–7
humanitarian law generally 165–6
protection against arbitrary treatment

167–70
regroupement policy

Burundi conflicts 53–5, 57–8
relief actions

parties’ consent to 198–9
relief assistance

limitations on right to refuse
199–200

reunification of families see internally
displaced persons (IDPs)

‘road map’ for Middle East peace
objectives 99

Russian Federation
conflict with Georgia 19–20
‘road map’ for Middle East peace

99
Rwanda see also ICTR jurisprudence

attacks on refugee camps 209, 217–20,
224–6

displaced children 202
forced recruitment of refugees and IDPs

243
protected zones 238

safety zones for IDPs see also protected zones
protection 235–40

satisfactory conditions of living
IDPs 192
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SCSL jurisprudence
deportation as crime against humanity

126–7
judgment on use of amnesties

250
Second World War see also Germany

protection of refugees 168
security

justification for displacement 87–9
security of civilian population

lawful displacement 52–5
Separation Wall case see Israeli settlements

case study
Serbia see Yugoslavia conflicts
settlements

case study see Israeli settlements case
study

protection of unlawful settlements
111–13

use of public land as justification for
displacement 89–90

shelter needs
humanitarian assistance 186–8

sick and wounded
protection of 189–90

Sierra Leone see SCSL jurisprudence
Somalia

denial of humanitarian assistance
197

South Africa
attacks on refugee camps 209

Spanish Civil War
as example of large-scale internal conflict

66–7
Special Court of Sierra Leone (SCSL) see SCSL

jurisprudence
Sri Lanka

protected zones/open relief centres
(ORCs) 238–40

starvation as a method of warfare
prohibition of 188–9

state party to Geneva Conventions
protection of refugee in hands of

162–3
state’s own nationals

deportation see deportation in
international conflicts

Sudan
attacks on refugee camps 209–10, 215,

226–7
deportation as crime against humanity

127
forced displacement as war crime 153–4
forced movement outside ‘own territory’

62–3
forced recruitment of refugees and IDPs

230–1

internally displaced persons 49, 187–8
protected zones 241–2
protection of women and children

190–1
Switzerland

and order to displace 60
Syria

and Israeli settlements 102
and proposal to extend refugee

protection 161–2

Thailand
attacks on refugee camps 210–11

threshold level of violence
existence of internal conflict 10

Tibet
population transfer by China 78

Turkey
missing persons in Cyprus 205
population transfer in Cyprus 78

Uganda
attacks on refugee camps 215, 226–7
humanitarian assistance 194

Ukraine
German deportations from 31–2

United Kingdom
extraterritorial human rights law and

Iraq 12–13
and Israeli settlements 104–5

United Nations (UN)
‘population transfer’ report 78
‘road map’ for Middle East peace

99
Separation Wall report 100–1

United Nations Charter
prohibition against force 95, 212–13

United Nations Commission on Human
Rights (UNCH)

condemnation of forced displacement
70–1

Declaration of Minimum Humanitarian
Standards 1990 73–5

United Nations General Assembly (UNGA)
affirmation of right to know fate and

whereabouts of family members
204–5

condemnation of forced displacement
70–1

condemnation of forced recruitment of
refugees 231

and Israeli settlements case 36–7, 86,
104, 115, 116, 120–1

Nuremberg Principles of international
law 25

reference to human rights in conflict
resolutions 11–12
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United Nations High Commission for
Refugees (UNHCR)

definition of ‘refugees’ 157
displaced persons statistics 1
protection of refugee and IDP camps

211–12, 226–7
Sri Lanka conflict 238–40

United Nations Office for the Coordination
of Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA)

and Israeli settlements case 81
United Nations Secretary-General

on denial of humanitarian assistance
197

‘Guiding Principles on Internal
Displacement’ 14–17, 192

IDPs’ subsistence needs 187
protected zones report 240–1
protection of refugee and IDP camps

230–1
report on ‘fundamental standards of

humanity’ 74–5
reports on IDPs 19–20
Yugoslavia conflicts 237

United Nations Security Council (UNSC)
condemnation of alteration of

demographic composition of
occupied territory 84–5

condemnation of forced displacement
70–1

and Israeli settlements case 86, 114
protected zones Resolution 241
protection of Iraqi Kurds 235–6
reference to human rights in conflict

resolutions 11–12
and Rwanda 146–7
Yugoslavia conflicts 36, 128–9, 237

United Nations Special Rapporteur
Iraq invasion of Kuwait 193
and Israeli settlements case 112, 116,

122–3
report on human rights and population

transfers 85
Yugoslavia conflicts 128

United Nations Sub-Commission on
Prevention of Discrimination and
Protection of Minorities

Declaration of Minimum Humanitarian
Standards 1990 74–5

forced displacement Resolution
21

United States
Civil War and Lieber Code 22–3
humanitarian assistance and

non-intervention 201–2
internment of Japanese-Americans

45
and Israeli settlements 92, 98–9,

122
refugee protection in Iraq
‘road map’ for Middle East peace

99

Vietnam
protected zones 234

war see armed conflict
war crimes

and crimes against humanity 139–41
forced displacement in internal conflicts

148
ICC Statute and forced displacement

152–3
individual criminal responsibility

146–8
population transfers as ‘violation of laws

and customs of war’ 148–52
water needs
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